Tricentis Tosca:
Test Automation @ DevOps Speed
Overview
Tricentis Tosca is a Continuous Testing platform that accel-

Simplifying end-to-end functional testing, Tricentis Tosca

erates testing to keep pace with Agile and DevOps. With the

automates tests across all layers of modern enterprise

industry’s most innovative functional testing technologies,

architectures—from the API, to web, mobile, and custom/

Tricentis Tosca breaks through the barriers experienced with

packaged app UIs, to BI and data warehouses. It is designed

conventional testing tools. Using Tricentis Tosca, enterprise

to embrace and extend your existing tests (e.g., Selenium,

teams achieve unprecedented 90%+ test automation rates—

SoapUI, HPE UFT) while enabling Continuous Testing within

enabling them to deliver the fast and continuous feedback

your CI/CD process.

required for Agile and DevOps.
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“Tricentis Tosca should be considered by enterprises

“Tricentis Tosca makes automation easy with model-

that have struggled to make test automation work,

based automation. Via Tosca, Tricentis provides top

and by those seeking to support agile continuous

test automation and optimization design capabilities,

automation practices.”

test asset reuse and combined automation.”

- Gartner, Software Test Automation Magic Quadrant

- Forrester, Functional Test Automation Wave

FACTSHEET TRICENTIS TOSCA

Easily-Maintainable Test Automation

Benefits

Unlike legacy test platforms, Tricentis Tosca is architected to
enable sustainable test automation for today’s fast-paced

•

Deliver fast feedback for Agile and DevOps

•

Reduce regression testing time to minutes

initiatives. When business processes change, just update the

•

Maximize reuse and maintainability

Tricentis Tosca model, and impacted tests are automatically

•

Gain clear insight into business risk

synchronized. Additionally, Tricentis’ test case design tech-

•

Integrate and extend existing test assets

development processes. Model-based test automation relieves
the “maintenance burden” that undermines test automation

nology determines the most efficient set of test cases and test
data for optimal risk coverage. This accelerates test execution,
plus facilitates maintenance and debugging.

End-to-End Testing from a Single Interface

(HPE UFT, Selenium, SoapUI…)

About Secorda

Tosca Tricentis Tosca centralizes your functional testing
efforts across different application layers and tools (including
Selenium, HP UFT, and SoapUI). From a single intuitive interface, you can rapidly define end-to-end tests across multiple
technologies (UI, API, SAP, mobile…), analyze test results, and
automatically update tests as the application evolves.

From Test Automation to Continuous Testing
Beyond test automation, Tricentis Tosca enables Continuous
Testing—providing real-time insight into risk with business-focused, actionable results. This includes:
•

Helping the entire team collaborate to quickly expose
critical defects

•

Integrating testing directly into CI/CD pipelines and “best
of breed” DevOps ecosystems

•
•

We help organisations develop and implement high-quality software faster and
operate IT systems securely. We focus on
Quality Assurance processes and tools
implementation in high-paced environments as well as mitigation of software and
configuration vulnerability to hacking.
We are a group of consultants with deep
engineering backgrounds. Our partners
are leading specialised software vendors.
Secorda is Tricentis partner in Poland
having

strong

technical

know-how

of

Tricentis Tosca technology and plays a key

Ensuring that appropriate test data is always available to

role in building Tricentis brand awareness

the automated tests

in Poland.

Simulating the behavior of dependent systems unavailable during test execution

For futher information:
www.secorda.com; cord@secorda.com
Secorda Sp z o.o. – Paderewskiego 7, 61-770 Poznan

About Tricentis
Tricentis provides a Continuous Testing platform that accelerates testing to keep pace with Agile and DevOps. With the industry’s most innovative functional
testing technologies, Tricentis breaks through the barriers experienced with conventional software testing tools - achieving test automation rates of over 90%.
Our 400+ customers include global names from the Top 500 brands such as A&E, Allianz, Deutsche Bank, HBO, JetBlue, Orange, Swiss Re, Telstra, Toyota,
UBS, Vantiv, Virgin Airlines, and Zurich Insurance. Tricentis has offices in Austria, United States, Germany, Switzerland, UK, Netherlands, Poland, and Australia.

www.tricentis.com
The Continuous Testing Company
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